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see note 3

clean out 

Use subsurface conveyance system to collect roof 

runoff and convey to a remote infiltration system. 

This practice applies to sites where infiltrating runoff 

in the drip line could adversely affect the foundation.  

See BMP−001 and BMP−009 for alternate treatments.

Refer to site specific BMP recommendations for the 

infiltration system details. 

Filter fabric is optional. See BMP−060, "Filter Fabric 

for Infiltration Systems," for details. Place 8 mil 

plastic liner to intercept and prevent water movement 

toward foundation.

Washed 3/4" to 1 1/2" drain rock is recommended for 

backfill around perforated pipe. 

Install clean−outs at ends of pipe and at all bends and 

abrupt changes in slope.

Containment borders are required under drip lines. 

Options for materials include pressure treated lumber, 

recycled composites, brick, stone, cobble, or other 

landscape edging material. Alternatively, stabilize 

with retaining structures. 

Fire Defensible Space Guidelines for Lake Tahoe 

recommend a non−combustible area within 5 feet of 

a structure. Combustible material shall not connect 

from the border to the structure. Visit 

www.livingwithfire.info/tahoe for more information.
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This Standard Drawing is based on a reference to the NRCS standard practice 570 − Stormwater Runoff Control and 606A − Subsurface Drain,   

this drawing is intended to assist the designer in preparation of a complete site specific design, and it is not to replace the independent judgment and analysis 

by a qualified designer. This practice applies to collecting surface runoff only, and is not designed to drain laterally moving subsurface water away from structures.  
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Steps:

Excavate trench with min. 1% grade to drain. 

Install borders or retaining 

structure as needed.

Measure and place plastic liner 

if required. Staple plastic to border 

and line foundation side of trench. 

Alternatively, extend plastic to 

foundation.

Measure and install filter fabric overlapping 

plastic liner 12" minimum and placing excess 

along trench.

Place 2" layer of washed drain rock in trench.

Place perforated drain pipe with holes

facing down and backfill with washed 

drain rock within 2" to 3" of final grade. 

Wrap filter fabric over rock and secure. Place 

a second layer of filter fabric over the first layer. 

Fill remainder of trench with drain rock or 

other desired stone to finish grade.     
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Note:  Use perforated pipe to collect water, and use solid pipe to 

        convey flows away, and in rocky soils or near roots.  

solid pipe
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